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Abstract. We study the problem of covering a two-dimensional spatial regionP ,
cluttered with occluders, by sensors. A sensor placed at a locationp coversa point
x in P if x lies within sensing radiusr from p andx is visible fromp, i.e., the
segmentpx does not intersect any occluder. The goal is to compute a placement
of the minimum number of sensors that coverP . We propose alandmark-based
approach for coveringP . SupposeP hasς holes, and it can be covered byh
sensors. Given a small parameterε > 0, let λ := λ(h, ε) = (h/ε) log ς. We
prove that one can compute a setL of O(λ log λ log (1/ε)) landmarksso that
if a setS of sensors coversL, thenS covers at least(1 − ε)-fraction ofP . It is
surprising that so few landmarks are needed, and that the number does not depend
on the number of vertices inP . We then present efficient randomized algorithms,
based on the greedy approach, that, with high probability, computeO(h̃ log λ)
sensor locations to coverL; hereh̃ ≤ h is the number sensors needed to coverL.
We propose various extensions of our approach, including: (i) a weight function
overP is given andS should cover at least(1−ε) of the weighted area ofP , and
(ii) each point ofP is covered by at leastt sensors, for a given parametert ≥ 1.

1 Introduction
With the advances in sensing and communication technologies, surveillance, security,
and reconnaissance in an urban environment using a limited number of sensing devices
distributed over the environment and connected by a networkis becoming increasingly
feasible. A key challenge in this context is to determine theplacement of sensors that
provides high coverage at low cost, resilience to sensor failures, and tradeoffs between
various resources. In this paper we present alandmark basedapproach for sensor place-
ment in a two-dimensional spatial region, containing occluders (a common model for an
urban environment in the context of the sensor-placement problem). We choose a small
set of landmarks, show that it suffices to place sensors that cover these landmarks in or-
der to guarantee a coverage of most of the given domain, and propose simple, efficient
algorithms (based on greedy approach) for placing sensors to cover these landmarks.

Our model. We model the 2D spatial region as a polygonal regionP , which may con-
tain holes (occluders). Letn be the number of vertices inP andς the number of holes
in P . A point p ∈ P is visible from another pointq if the segmentpq lies insideP .
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Let r ≥ 0 denote thesensing radius. We assume that a pointx is covered by a sen-
sor located atp, if ‖xp‖ ≤ r andp is visible fromx. For a pointx ∈ R

2, we define
V (x) = {q ∈ P | ‖qx‖ ≤ r, pq ⊂ P} to be thecoverage (surveillance)region of the
sensor located atx (this region is a portion of the so called “visibility polygon” of x).
For a setX ⊆ P , defineV (X) =

⋃

x∈X V (x) andV(X) = {V (x) | x ∈ X}. When
r is finite, we say that the model has afinite sensing radius, otherwise, the model has
an infinite sensing radius. We define a functionτ : P → N, such thatτ(p) is thecov-
erage requirementof p, i.e.,p should be covered by at leastτ(p) sensors. A placement
S ⊂ P is a finite set of locations where sensors are placed. For a point p ∈ P , define
χ(p, S) = |{s ∈ S | p ∈ V (s)}|, i.e., the number of sensors that coverp. We say
thatS coversP if χ(p, S) ≥ τ(p), for everyp ∈ P . (In Section 4, we mention a few
extensions of our model.) Thecoverage problemasks for computing the smallest setS
that coversP . If τ(p) = 1, for all p, we refer to the problem as theuniform coverage
problem.

In our model we assume that the polygon is given, as well as theoccluder locations
(otherwise, a hole detection algorithm can be used [4]), butthe size of the smallest set
S that coversP is unknown to us. The algorithm that we present approximatesthat
measure up to a multiplicative factor of2.

We note that it is commonly assumed thatconnectivitybetween the sensors mostly
happens when they have a line of sight between them, this is because: (i) There are mod-
els, mostly in the case of swarms of robots [30] where the communication is through
infrared signals, (ii) in an urban environment, wireless transmissions are stronger along
a street (due to the reflections from walls) while loss of energy occurs at turning corners.

Related work.The sensor coverage problem has been studied extensively inseveral
research communities, including sensor networks, machinelearning, computational ge-
ometry, robotics, and computer vision [11, 17, 18, 28, 36, 40]. It is beyond the scope of
this paper to mention all the related work, so we briefly mention a few of them.

Coverage problems are typically cast as an instance of the discrete set-cover prob-
lem, which given a finite setS and a set of subsets ofS seeks to find a minimum num-
ber of subsets whose union isS. This is known to be NP-hard and hard to approximate.
However, a standard greedy algorithm [29] givesO(log |S|)-approximation, whereS is
the number of sensors. This algorithm also generalizes to set multi-cover problem with
a O(log |S|)-approximation [33]. However, these algorithms do not generalize to the
continuous set-cover problem.

The early work in the sensor-network community on sensor coverage focused on
covering an open environment (no occluders), so the problemreduced to coveringP
by a set of disks [40] (see also [25]). The problem is known to be NP-hard and ef-
ficient approximation algorithms are known. Tianet al. [35] presented algorithms to
select the smallest number of sensors out of a given densely deployed sensors to pro-
vide coverage. However, they do not address how to place sensors at the initial setting.
In a related work [9] provided sensor placement algorithms for covering discrete grid
points. A variant of the coverage problem, which involves communication connectivity
constraints among sensors, has been studied in [8,24,38].

In an urban environment, one has to consider line-of-sight constraints and other
interference while placing sensors. The so-calledart gallery problemand its variants,



widely studied in computational geometry and robotics, askfor coveringP by a set of
sensors so that every point inP is visible from at least one sensor. The art-gallery prob-
lem is known to be APX-hard [15], i.e., constant-factor approximation cannot be com-
puted in polynomial time unlessP = NP . If there is no restriction on the placements
of sensors, no approximation algorithm is known. However, if the placement needs
to be chosen from a finite set of candidate locations (e.g. uniform grid), polynomial-
time log-approximation algorithms are known; see [10, 13] and the references therein.
Gonźalez-Banos and Latombe [17] proposed to choose a set of randompositions as
candidate locations for sensors. They proved that the randomized approach leads to a
good approximation algorithms under some assumptions onP ; similar approached have
been widely used in the context of path planning. Efratet al. [14] developed approx-
imation algorithms for the non-uniform coverage forτ(p) = 2, 3 and with additional
constraints on coverage, under the assumption that the sensor locations are chosen from
a set of grid points.

The problem of selecting a set of sensors to provide

Fig. 1. A set of landmarks
and their respective cover-
age regions.

k-coverage (and in some cases also to form a connected
network), from a prior dense deployment has been stud-
ied for specific settings such as grid deployment, random
uniform deployment or for specific types of sensing re-
gions, see for example [20, 22, 23, 27, 39, 41]. Abrams
et.al [1] study a variant, namely, computingk-disjoint
covers from a set of sensors already deployed so as to
facilitate scheduling to save energy.

Meguerdichian et. al [31] study variants of the cover-
age problem, namely maximal breach (resp. support) path
problem in which given a deployment of sensors and a
set of source and destination locations the goal is to find
a path between a source and a destination so that for any

point on the path the distance to the closest sensor is maximized (resp. minimized). In
a related problem, studied at [32], a deployment of the sensors is given and the goal is
to find a path which is the least covered; this is an instance ofthe so calledexposure
problem. These solutions assume a deployment of sensors and try to characterize the
locations for additional sensors so as to minimize breach. However, our approach is
more pro-active, and all the key areas of a domain to be monitored can be given suitable
weights, and our algorithm returns a set of location for the sensors which ensures that
the key areas are monitored.

Because of measurement errors, the dependence of the coverage quality on the dis-
tance, and correlation between the observations of nearby sensors, statistical models
have been developed for sensor coverage and entropy based methods that try to max-
imize the information acquired through the sensors; see e.g. [18]. These methods are
particularly useful for monitoring spatial phenomena.

Our results. We follow a widely used approach for sensor coverage, i.e., sampling a
finite a set of points and then using a greedy algorithm to compute the location of sen-
sors, but with a twist: instead of sampling the set of candidate placements for sensors,
we sample landmarks that should be covered. This twist has the advantage that unlike



previous studies, we can obtain a provable bound on the performance of the algorithm
without any assumption onP . There are two main contributions of the paper. First,
we prove that the number of landmarks needed is surprisinglysmall—it is independent
of the number of vertices inP . Second we describe simple, efficient algorithms for
implementing the greedy approach—a straightforward implementation of the greedy
approach is expensive and not scalable.

Supposeh is the number of sensors needed for uniform coverage ofP (as noted
above, this value is unknown to us). For a given parameterε > 0, setλ := λ(h, ε) =
(h/ε) log ς. We prove that one can choose a setL of m = O(λ log λ log (1/ε)) land-
marks so that ifS uniformly coversL, thenS uniformly covers at least(1− ε) fraction
of the area ofP . We refer to this result as the sampling theorem.

Next we describe algorithms for computingO(h̃ log λ) sensors, with high proba-
bility, that coverL, whereh̃ is the minimum number of sensors needed to coverL;
obviouslyh̃ ≤ h, but it can be much smaller. We show that a straightforward imple-
mentation takesO(nm2hς log(mn) log m) expected time. The expected running time
of our algorithm can be improved toO(nm2ς log(mn)). We then present a Monte Carlo
algorithm, which, albeit having the same running time as thesimpler greedy algorithm
in the worst case, is faster in practice, as evident from our experimental results. IfP is
a simple region, i.e., its boundary is connected, the expected running time of the Monte
Carlo reduces toO((mn + m2)h log2 m log(mn)).

Our overall approach is quite general and can be extended in many ways. For in-
stance, it can incorporate other definitions of the coverageregion of a sensor, such as
when a sensor (e.g. camera) can cover the area only in aconeof directions; in this
case the model is called thecamera model. We can extend our sampling theorem to a
weight setting: We are given a weight functionw : P → R

+ and we wish to ensure
that at least(1 − ε) fraction of the weighted area ofP is covered. This extension is
useful because we have hot spots in many applications and we wish to ensure that they
are covered. Finally, we extend our sampling theorem to non-uniform coverage—the
number of landmarks increases in this case.

In Section 2 we describe our landmark based approach, and prove the sampling the-
orem under either the finite sensing radius or the camera model. Section 3 describes the
greedy algorithms. In Section 4, we briefly mention various extensions of our algorithm,
including the weighted case and non-uniform coverage. In Section 5, we present exper-
imental results with software implementation of the Monte Carlo algorithm, showing
that our approach is useful in practice.

2 Landmark Based Algorithm for Uniform Coverage
In this section we describe a landmark based algorithm for the uniform sensor-coverage
problem under either the finite sensing radius or the camera model. We begin by review-
ing a few concepts from random sampling and statistical learning theory [34]. LetX
be a (possibly infinite) set of objects also referred to as the“space”, letµ be a measure
function onX , and letR be a (possibly infinite) family of subsets ofX , those subsets
are called the “ranges”. The pairΣ = (X, R) is called arange space. A finite subset
Y ⊆ X is shatteredby Σ if {r ∩ Y | r ∈ R} = 2Y , i.e., the restriction ofR to Y can
realize all subsets ofY . TheVC-dimensionof Σ, denoted by VC-dim(Σ), is defined
to be the largest size of a subset ofX shattered byΣ; the VC-dimension is infinite if



the maximum does not exist. Many natural range spaces have finite VC-dimension. In
our context, letV = {V (x) | x ∈ P}, and letV = (P, V) be the range space. That is,
the space is the polygonP and the ranges are all the coverage regions of the sensors
located inP . When the sensing radius is infinite, the VC-dimension ofV is known to
beO(1 + log ς) [37].

For a givenε > 0, a subsetN ⊆ X is called anε-netof Σ if r∩N 6= ∅ for all r ∈ R

such thatµ(r) ≥ εµ(X). In other words, anε-net is a hitting set for all the “heavy”
ranges. A seminal result by Haussler and Welzl [21] shows that if VC-dim(Σ) = d, then
a random subsetN ⊆ X of sizeO((d/ε) log(d/εδ)) is anε-net ofΣ with probability at
least1 − δ. This bound has later been improved toO(d/ε log(1/ε)) by Komlós, Pach,
and Woeginger [26], who showed that a random sample of that size is anε-net with
constant probability1.

We now mention a useful property of VC-dimension: IfΣ1 = (X, R1), . . . , Σk =
(X, Rk) arek range spaces and VC-dim(Σi) ≤ d for all i ≤ k, then the VC-dimension
of the range spaceΣ = (X, R), whereR = {

⋃k

i=1 ri | r1 ∈ R1, . . . , rk ∈ Rk}, is
O(kd). Returning to our model, when the sensing radiusr is finite, or each sensor can
cover an area that is contained in a cone of directions, we define a new range space,
so that the space remainsP , and the ranges are modified as follows. In the first case,
each range is the intersection of a coverage regionV (x) (of an unbounded radius),
x ∈ P , and a disc centered atx and having radiusr. In the camera case, each range
is the intersection ofV (x) and a cone whose apex is inx (and whose opening angle
corresponds to the camera “vision range”). It is well known that the range spaceVD =
(P, D), whereD is the set of all disks of radiusr with centers atP , has a constant
VC-dimension (see, e.g., [34]). Using the properties stated above, it follows that the
VC-dimension of the range space corresponding to the finite sensing radius model is
O(1 + log ς). For the camera model, it can be shown in an analogous manner that the
VC-dimension of the corresponding range space isO(1 + log ς) as well, by observing
that the VC-dimension of the range spaceVC = (P, C) is bounded by a constant, where
C is the set of all cones whose apex lies inP .

We now state and prove the main result of this section.

Theorem 1 (Sampling Theorem).LetP be a polygonal region inR2 with ς holes, and
let ε > 0 be a parameter. SupposeP can be covered byh sensors, each of which with a
finite sensing radiusr. Setλ := λ(h, ε) = (h/ε) log ς. LetL ⊂ P be a random subset
of c1λ lnλ ln (1/ε) points (landmarks) inP , and letS be a set of at mostc2h lnλ
sensors that coverL, wherec1 ≥ 1, c2 ≥ 1 are sufficiently large constants. ThenS
covers at least(1 − ε) fraction of the area ofP with constant probability. The same
asymptotic bounds hold for the camera model.

Proof. We prove the theorem for the finite sensing radius model; the proof for the cam-
era model proceeds almost verbatim.

Setk = c2h lnλ. Let V̄
k =

{

P \
⋃k

i=1 V (xi) | x1, . . . , xk ∈ P
}

, that is, each

range inV̄k is the complement of the union of (at most)k coverage regions. Set̄V
k =

1 In fact, the actual bound stated in [26] is slightly tighter,and the authors prove the existence of
anε-net of that size. We use the more conservative boundO(d/ε log(1/ε)), since the analysis
in [26] shows that a random sample of that size yields anε-net with constant probability.



(P, V̄k). Since VC-dim(V) = O(log ς), the above discussion implies that VC-dim(V̄k) =
O(k log ς). Therefore if we choose a random subsetL ⊂ P of sizeO((k/ε) log(ς) log(1/ε)),
thenL is anε-net ofV̄k with constant probability. LetS be a set satisfying the assump-
tions in the lemma, that is,S is a set of at mostk sensors that coverL, i.e.,L ⊂ V (S).
Then, clearly,L ∩ (P \ V (S)) = ∅. By the definition ofε-net,µ(P \ V (S)) ≤ εµ(P ).
Hence,S covers at least(1 − ε) fraction of the area ofP . This completes the proof of
the theorem.2

The Sampling Theorem suggests the following simple approach, which we summa-
rize by the procedure PLACESENSORS(P , ε), to compute a placement forP with an
error thresholdε. Given a setL of landmarks, the procedure GREEDYCOVER(P , L),
described in the next section, computes a cover forL of sizeO(h̃ log |L|) (under either
of the two above models), wherẽh ≤ h is the number of sensors needed to coverL.
Sinceh (or h̃) is unknown to us, we apply an exponential search in order to approximate
that value up to a factor of2 (see below at the procedure PLACESENSORS(P , ε)).

PLACESENSORS(P , ε)
INPUT: Polygonal region P , error threshold ε
OUTPUT: A placement of sensors covering

≥ (1 − ε)µ(P )
1. i := 1
2.repeat
3. h := 2i, d := c2(1 + log ς),

k = c2h ln (dh/ε), m := (c1dk/ε) ln(1/ε)
4. L := m random points inP
5. S := GREEDYCOVER(P ,L) // L ⊂ V (S)
6. i := i + 1
7.until (|S| ≤ k) ∧ (µ(V (S)) ≥ (1 − ε)µ(P ))

Fig. 2. A landmark based algorithm for covering P .

Remark: We note that the actual number of sensor placements that the algorithm com-
putes is an approximation to the optimal number of sensors that coverL (and not nec-
essarily the entire polygonP ), which may be muchsmallerthanh.

3 The Greedy Algorithm
In this section we describe the procedure GREEDYCOVER(P , L) that computes a place-
ment of sensors to cover a setL ⊂ P of m landmarks under each of the two models
defined above. We first describe a simple algorithm, which is astandard greedy algo-
rithm, and then discuss how to expedite the greedy algorithm. For a pointx ∈ P and a
finite subsetN ⊂ P , we define thedepthof x with respect toN , denoted by∆(x, N),
to be|V (x) ∩ N |, the number of points inN that lie in the coverage region ofx. Set
∆(N) = maxx∈P ∆(x, N).

Simple algorithm.The simple procedure computes the placementS incrementally. In
the beginning of thei-th step we have a subsetLi of mi sensors and a partial coverS; S



coversL\Li. Initially, Li = L andS = ∅. At thei-th step we place a sensor at a location
zi that covers the maximum number of landmarks inLi, i.e.,∆(zi, Li) = ∆(Li). We
add zi to S, computeL′

i = V (zi) ∩ Li, and setLi+1 = Li \ L′

i. The procedure
stops whenL′

i = ∅. A standard analysis for the greedy set-cover algorithm shows that
the algorithm computes̃h ln |L| locations, wherẽh is the number of sensors needed to
coverL, see, e.g., [29].

The only nontrivial step in the above algorithm is the computation ofzi. Note that
∆(x, Li) = |{p ∈ Li | x ∈ V (p)}|, i.e., the number of coverage regions inV(Li) that
containx. We compute theoverlayA(Li) of the coverage regions inV(Li), which is
a planar map; see Figure 1. It is known thatA(Li) hasO(m2

i nς) vertices, edges, and
faces, and thatA(Li) can be computed in timeO(m2

i nς log n). Next, we compute the
depth of every vertex inA(Li), with respect toLi, within the same time bound. We then
setzi to be the deepest vertex inA(Li). The overall running time of the GREEDYCOVER

procedure isO(m2nς|S| logn).
We note that it is unnecessary to computeA(Li) in each step. Instead we can com-

puteA(L) at the beginning and maintainA(Li) and the depth of each of its vertices
using a dynamic data structure; see [2]. The asymptotic running time now becomes
O(m2nς log2 n), which is faster if|S| ≥ log n.

A Monte Carlo algorithm.We observe that it suffices to choose a pointx at thei-th step
such that∆(x, Li) ≥ ∆(Li)/2; it can be shown that the number of iterations then is still
O(h̃ ln |L|) [2]. Using this observation, we can expedite the algorithm if ∆(Li) is large,
as follows: We choose a random subsetKi ⊂ Li of smaller size (which is inversely pro-
portional to∆(Li)) and setzi to be a deepest point with respect toKi. If the size ofKi is
chosen appropriately, then∆(zi, Li) ≥ ∆(Li)/2, with high probability. More precisely,
set∆ = ∆(Li), and letq ≥ ∆/4 be an integer. We choose a random subsetKi ⊆ Li by
choosing each point ofLi with probabilityρ = c1 ln(mi)/q, wherec1 > 0 is a constant.
Using the arguments in [3, 6], we can show that with probability at least1 − 1/mi the
following two conditions hold: (i)∆ ≥ q implies∆(Ki) ≥ 3qρ/2 = (3c1/2) lnmi,
and (ii) ∆ ≤ q implies∆(Ki) ≤ 5qρ/4 = (5c1/4) lnmi. An exponential search pro-
cedure that setsq = mi/2j at thejth step, chooses a subsetKi as described above,
computes a deepest pointxi in A(Ki), and uses the above two conditions to deter-
mine whether returnxi or half the value ofq, can compute a pointzi of depth at least
∆(Li)/2, with probability at least1 − 1/mi. The expected running time of this proce-
dure isO(n(mi/∆)2ς log n log2 m).

This procedure computes an overlay ofmi/∆ coverage regions compared with that
of mi regions in the previous procedure. Note that∆(L) may be small, in which case
the running time of this procedure is the same as that of the previous one. It is, however,
faster in practice, as shown in Section 5.

A crucial property that this approach relies on is the fact that the complexity of the
boundary of theunion of the coverage regions (that is, the vertices and edges of the
overlay that are not contained in the interior of any regions) is significantly smaller than
the complexity of the entire overlay. Specifically, Gawaliet al. [16] showed that, if the
boundary ofP is connected and the sensing radiusr is infinite, the overall number of
vertices and edges that appear along the boundary of the union of the regions inV (L) is
only O(mn + m2). In the full version of this paper we prove similar asymptotic bound



for the case wherer is finite, or when the coverage region of each sensor is bounded
by a cone of directions. In this case, the running time of the overall GREEDYCOVER

procedure becomesO((m/∆)n + (m/∆)2 log m)|S| log2 n), where∆ = ∆(L). Fur-
thermore, by using a combination of the previous and the Monte Carlo procedures, the
running time can be further improved for this special case. This, however, does not nec-
essarily hold for a polygon with holes, in which case the union complexity isΩ(m2nς)
in the worst case; we provide the lower bound construction inthe full paper.

4 Extensions
We briefly describe the following extensions and omit any further details in this version.

Weighted coverage.We are now given a weight functionw : P → R
+. Theweighted

area of P is defined to beµw(P ) =
∫

x∈P
w(x)dx, and is normalized to be1. The

weighted area of a coverage regionV (l) for a locationl ∈ P , µw(V (l)), is
∫

x∈V (l)
w(x)dx.

The goal is to find a placementS of sensors such thatµ(V (S)) ≥ (1 − ε)µ(P ). This
extension is useful in practice as it enables us to highlight“hot-spots” in the environ-
ment. Since the random sampling theory is applicable to the weighted setting, the above
algorithm and the analysis extends to this case verbatim.

Multiple coverage.In order to be resilient to sensor failures, we now require that each
point p ∈ P to be covered by at leastt distinct sensors, for a given parametert ≥
1. The definition of the range-space becomes more complex: Fora setX ⊂ P of k
points, we now definēVt(X) ⊆ V (X) to be the set of points whose depth is less
thant. SetV̄k

t = {V̄t(X) | X ⊂ P is a set ofk points} andV̄
k
t = (P, V̄ k

t ). We prove
VC-dim(V̄k

t ) = O(ktt2 log(ς) log (kt log ς)), which in turn leads to a bound on the
number of landmarks. Next, we extend the greedy algorithm tofind a placement of
sensors so that each landmark is covered by at leastt sensors.

5 Experiments
In this section we present experimental results showing that our approach is also useful
in practice. We have implemented both simple and Monte Carloalgorithms for the
uniform-coverage problem under the finite sensing radius model.

Implementation.Recall that the algorithms compute the overlay of the coverage region
of the landmarks. Computing the exact overlay is, however, complicated, inefficient
in practice, and suffers from robustness issues, see [19] for a detailed review about
the various difficulties that arise in practice. We thus resort to computing the coverage
regions and their overlays approximately usingquadtrees(see, e.g., [12]).

Given the input polygonP , we recursively partition the plane into four quadrants,
each of which contains a portion of the boundary ofP (in fact, this portion contains
at most half of the vertices ofP ). The recursion bottoms out when the following three
conditions are satisfied: We encounter to a cell that (i) contains at most a single polygon
vertex, (ii) meets at most two edges of the polygon, (iii) hasan area that is sufficiently
small with respect to the polygon area. The cells that are generated at the bottom of the
recurrence induce an approximated partition of the polygoninto axis-parallel rectan-
gles, which we also refer to aspixels; see Figure 3(a). This approximated representation
improves as we refine the decomposition. Having the pixels athand, we represent each
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Fig. 3. (a) A quadtree representing a polygon. The dots are the landmarks. (b) The (av-
eraged) number of sensors as a function of ε for each of the four data sets.

of the coverage regions induced by the landmarks as the corresponding subset of these
pixels. In fact, this representation is performed implicitly by computing, for each pixel
C, the set of the landmarks that arevisibleto C, and then setting thedepthof C to be the
number of these landmarks. Then, when we apply the greedy algorithm, we update this
data accordingly. When the algorithm terminates, the depthof each pixelC becomes0.
Technically, the notion of visibility of a landmarks and a pixelC is not well-defined. In
our implementation, we report thats seesC if it sees at least one point on its boundary.

The algorithm presented in Section 2 can be simplified, so that one need not choose
constantsc1, c2, and the number of landmarksm is estimated directly using an expo-
nential search. This variant of the algorithm is presented in Figure 4. Our experimental
results indicate that this implementation has good performance in practice—see below.

PLACESENSORS(P , ε)
INPUT: Polygonal region P , error threshold ε
OUTPUT: A placement of sensors covering

≥ (1 − ε)µ(P )
1. m := 16
2.repeat
3. L := m random points inP
4. S := GREEDYCOVER(P ,L) // L ⊂ V (S)
5. m := 2m
6.until µ(V (S)) ≥ (1 − ε)µ(P )

Fig. 4.The implementation for the landmark based algorithm.

Input sets.We next describe our data sets. Our input consists of both random polygons
and manually produced polygons, which are interesting as well as challenging in the
context of our problem. For the random polygons, we use a software developed by Auer
and Held [7] for generating random simple polygons, and for the manually produced
polygons, we use the inputs of Amitet al. [5]. Out data sets are listed, as follows:

– Bouncy(Figure 5(a)): A random bouncy polygon with512 vertices.
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Fig. 5. The data sets. (a) Bouncy. (b) x-monotone. (c) Orthogonal. (d) General.
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Fig. 6. The (averaged) accumulated covered area (y-axis) at each iteration (x-axis) for
the Exact Greedy and the Monte Carlo algorithms, for the bouncy and x-monotone data
sets.
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Fig. 7. The (averaged) accumulated covered area (y-axis) at each iteration (x-axis) for
the Exact Greedy and the Monte Carlo algorithms, for the orthogonal and general data
sets.



– x-monotone(Figure 5(b)): A randomx-monotone polygon with512 vertices.
– Orthogonal (Figure 5(c)): An orthogonal polygon with20 vertices and4 holes,

each of which has (additional)6 vertices.
– General( Figure 5(d)): A general polygon with16 vertices and4 holes with (addi-

tional) overall16 vertices.

The orthogonal and general data sets represent urban environment, where the goal
in experimenting with the first two data sets (bouncy andx-monotone) is to test the
worst-case behavior of the algorithm, where the number of vertices is relatively large,
and the coverage regions have long and skinny spikes—a property that follows from the
structure of these polygons.

Each of these polygons is bounded by a square with a side-length of 600 units
and thus the area of each of these polygons is bounded from above by36 · 104. For the
orthogonal and general data sets we choose a radius of length100, where for the bouncy
andx-monotone data sets we choose that length to be104.

Results.We present experimental results, applying both the simple greedy algorithm
presented in Section 3 (which we also refer to as theExact Greedy algorithm) and the
Monte Carlo algorithm on each of our data sets. We measure various parameters, each
of which is a yardstick for measuring and comparing the performance of the algorithms.
Given a fixedε > 0, these parameters are listed, as follows: (i) Number ofvisibility tests
that both algorithms perform. In each of these tests we need to report whether a land-
markl sees a pixelC; the overwhelming majority of the running time is determined by
the overall number of calls to this procedure, as, in our experiments, the preprocessing
time for constructing the quadtree is negligible compared with the overall running time
of the various visibility tests. (ii) Number of landmarks chosen by the algorithm. (iii)
Number of iterations required in order to obtain a coverage of (1−ε) of the polygon; as
stated in Section 3, at each iteration we choose a single sensor placement, and thus the
above measure corresponds to the overall number of sensor placements chosen by the
algorithm. (iv) The convergence ratio of the algorithm; at each iterationi we measure
the ratio between the overall area just covered (over all iterations1, . . . , i) and the entire
polygon area.

For each specific input set, we ran each algorithm ten times, and the results reported
below are the averages over each of the above specified parameters. In all our experi-
ments, we setε = 0.05.

data set Exact Greedy Monte Carlo
parameter m, τ m, τ

Bouncy 499, 848162 83, 288905
x-monotone243, 450259 108, 202714
Orthogonal 256, 6505115 56, 95969
General 76, 147326 44, 117926

Table 1. The (averagd) number of landmarks m and visibility tests τ for the Exact Greedy
and the Monte Carlo algorithms, for each of the data sets.



In all our experiments the Monte Carlo algorithm performs better than the Exact
Greedy algorithm. Specifically, the expected number of visibility tests performed by
the Monte Carlo algorithm is smaller (and sometimes significantly smaller) than that of
the Exact Greedy algorithm; see Table 1.

The number of landmarks in each of our experiments is small, as expected. More-
over, due to our implementation, the number of landmarksm is estimated directly by
an exponential search (Figure 4) and not according to the actual number of guards and
ε (Figure 2), which assigns a relatively large initial value for m that corresponds to the
worst-case bound on theε-net size. Our experiments indicate that the number of land-
marks is significantly smaller under the Monte Carlo algorithm. This improvement is
achieved due to the property that in the Monte Carlo algorithm we perform asecond
sampling stepover the set of the landmarks, in order to locate a point that covers a
largest number of landmarks (approximately). In this case,it is likely that the resulting
sensor placements have a better deployment than that achieved by the Exact Greedy
algorithm; see once again Table 1.

The number of iterations of the Monte Carlo algorithm cannotbe smaller than that
of the Exact Greedy algorithm by definition (see Section 3). Nevertheless, our experi-
ments show (see Figures 6, 7) that these values are roughly similar for all our data sets.
Moreover, in all our experiments, the number of iterations of the Monte Carlo algorithm
is less than1.5 of that of the Exact Greedy algorithm. The convergence ratiofor (both
of) the random polygons is rapid, as indicated by our experiments, at the very first iter-
ations, both algorithms manage to cover most of the polygon.This does not necessarily
hold for the polygons with holes (Figure 7), since it is difficult to find a single sensor
that covers most of the polygon (according to our findings, this is also the case when the
sensing radius is significantly larger), and thus any algorithm that aims to cover these
polygon has to use a relatively large number of sensors; see once again Figure 5(c)–(d).

In addition to the results reported above, we have tested thedependency of the
number of sensor placements inε. As one may expect, the number of sensors should
decrease as we enlargeε. In Figure 3(b) we present these results for each of the data
sets under the Monte Carlo algorithm. As indicated by our experiments, the number of
sensors significantly decreases as we loose the error-parameterε.

6 Concluding Remarks

In this paper we presented a landmark based approach to placea set of sensors. The
main contribution of the paper is that a very small number of landmarks are sufficient
to guide the placement of sensors. We are currently addressing several important issues
that are not included in this paper. Our algorithm does not ensure that the sensors can
communicate with each other. We are currently developing analgorithm to add a few
relaynodes so that the sensors can communicate with each other. Weare also extending
our algorithms for covering 3D environments. The coverage region can be quite com-
plex under our model, therefore the complexity of the overlay of coverage regions can
be quite large, which in turns makes the algorithm exorbitantly expensive. We plan to
circumvent this problem by defining the notion ofrobust(fuzzy) coverage. Intuitively,
we define the boundary of the coverage region in our current model as fuzzy and we
allow it to be simplified.
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